
Pave a path to 
successful data 
transformation 
with great data 

A continuous learning loopQuality projects and transformations

Easily spot data issues

AQA helps transformation teams 
focus on delivering you towards 
success.

Here’s how..

See the better 
side of data

aqaversant.com/sales

Upload and go

Whatever the transformation or project, without human-error-
free data, you risk failure. And de-risking projects and initiatives 
is critical to success. 

Using a tool to ensure the quality of your input data just makes 
sense. That’s where AQA comes in. 

AQA is a cloud-based tool that helps project managers, teams, 
and transformation leaders spot potential data problems, fast.  

Works with any tabular data

Easy, clear, and simple interface

Find, share, and solve data errors together

Cloud-based, available when you need it

You control your data rules and alerts

Each time you upload  data into AQA, the AI engine learns 
and gets better at spotting errors.

AQA’s traffic light model helps you see if data:

If it’s an Excel or CSV file from your CRM, AQA will 
quickly spot issues.

• Is formatted wrong
• Has been incorrectly entered
• Is missing or repeated
• Values aren’t in a range you need

Free to use, AQA needs an email address, 
your data, and minutes to work its magic. 

Get your free account and see the better 
side of sales rep data today:

Upload the 
data from your 
system directly 

into AQA

1. 
Upload 

2. 
Review

3. 
Action

4. 
Fix at 

source

AQA provides you 
with information 
on the data you 
have uploaded

Review the 
data alerts that 
AQA provides 

you and decide 
what to do

Where a clear 
data error is 

identified, fix this 
at source

Try for 
FREE

Successful data transformation projects 
and initiatives rely on the quality of the 
data provided to them. 

More than 80% of data migration projects 
fail or go significantly over budget and/
or time with poor data being a huge 
contributor 

“By harnessing the power of data, project 
managers can make informed decisions, 
enhance project outcomes and drive 
organizational success” - LinkedIn

Data is the foundation for success. Be sure 
the data behind your efforts is accurate 
and reliable. 


